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Data is an important source of knowledge discovery, but the existence of similar duplicate data not only increases the redundancy
of the database but also affects the subsequent data mining work. Cleaning similar duplicate data is helpful to improve work
efficiency. Based on the complexity of the Chinese language and the bottleneck of the single machine system to large-scale data
computing performance, this paper proposes a Chinese data cleaning method that combines the BERT model and a k-means
clustering algorithm and gives a parallel implementation scheme of the algorithm. In the process of text to vector, the position
vector is introduced to obtain the context features of words, and the vector is dynamically adjusted according to the semantics so
that the polysemous words can obtain different vector representations in different contexts. At the same time, the parallel
implementation of the process is designed based on Hadoop. After that, k-means clustering algorithm is used to cluster similar
duplicate data to achieve the purpose of cleaning. Experimental results on a variety of data sets show that the parallel cleaning
algorithm proposed in this paper not only has good speedup and scalability but also improves the precision and recall of similar
duplicate data cleaning, which will be of great significance for subsequent data mining.

1. Introduction

Network resources are a huge and constantly updated ocean
of information and an important channel for people to
obtain information and knowledge. A large number of
similar and repeated pages cause people to waste a lot of time
when screening effective information. /is phenomenon is
more common in Chinese expression. Chinese expression
has a rich diversity, so the similar repetition of the Chinese
text is particularly obvious in synonyms and polysemy. With
the development of information technology, the data growth
mode has changed; the amount of data is gradually huge; and
centralized computing is difficult to deal with massive data
[1].

/e existing data cleaning algorithms cannot meet the
actual needs in cleaning efficiency and accuracy. /e
cleaning of Chinese similar duplicate data includes the
cleaning algorithm based on literal similarity and the
cleaning algorithm based on semantic similarity. Literal
similarity cannot distinguish data with the same semantics

but with the different font, so it is difficult to be applied to the
processing of Chinese data./e existing algorithms based on
semantic similarity cannot effectively clean out all similar
duplicate records because of the loss of important infor-
mation in the vectorization process. Moreover, many
scholars use the idea of ensemble learning [2, 3] to combine
multiple classifiers so that even if one weak classifier gets the
wrong prediction, other weak classifiers can correct the
error. /is scheme has achieved good results in medical text
classification, but its complexity is relatively high.

/is paper obtains the text vector through the parallel
design of the BERT language model, then calculates the
distance between the texts, and cleans out the similar du-
plicate data through k-means clustering. /e main tasks are
as follows:

(i) Aiming at the phenomenon of synonyms and po-
lysemy in Chinese, the BERT model is used to re-
duce the loss of original semantic information in the
process of text to vector. At the same time, the
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distributed computing of the process is designed
based on a big data platform.

(ii) /e idea of clustering is used to realize parallel
cleaning of similar duplicate data. In this process,
cosine similarity algorithm, canopy algorithm, and
k-means clustering algorithm provided by Mahout
algorithm library are used to detect semantically
similar duplicate data and cluster them.

(iii) /is paper analyzes the cleaning effect of this al-
gorithm and the traditional algorithm from three
aspects of precision, recall, and F1-score and il-
lustrates the advantages of parallel computing from
the aspects of speedup and scalability.

/e organizational structure of this paper is as follows:
Section 2 describes the relevant literature survey. /e the-
oretical basis involved in this paper is introduced in Section
3. Section 4 introduces the parallel cleaning process of
similar duplicate Chinese data in detail. /e experimental
results are analyzed in Section 5, and Section 6 gives the
conclusion of this paper.

2. Related Work

In terms of data cleaning, the United States is the first
country to start systematic research and the country with the
fastest update of research results. Although the research time
is long, most of the research objects are English data. For
example, the sorted-neighborhood method (SNM) [4] se-
lects one or several attributes or eigenvalues as keywords
according to the characteristics of the data set, sorts the data
set, places the possibly similar data in the adjacent position,
and then sets a window size to compare the data similarity in
the window. /is method has a strong dependence on
keyword selection and window size setting, and the cleaning
result is unstable. Multipass sorted neighborhood (MPN) [5]
improves the above algorithm by selecting different key-
words for multipass sorting each time to avoid mistakes
caused by improper selection at one time, but it also in-
creases the cleaning time and reduces the cleaning efficiency.
Priority queue method (PQM) [6] selects a record to rep-
resent a similar group of records and compares it with the
records to be cleaned, which significantly reduces the
cleaning time [7].

In terms of Chinese data cleaning, due to the great
differences between Chinese and English languages and
cultures in many aspects, the similarity detection method for
English cannot be directly used to clean Chinese data. In
addition to judging whether the font is consistent, we should
also judge whether the meaning is the same. Accordingly,
there are two similar duplicate detection methods for
Chinese data.

In the research of literal similarity, there are many re-
searches based on the editing distance method. /e most
basic algorithm is to take word granularity as the basic
operation unit to obtain the cost of editing operation. /en
synonyms are introduced to optimize the algorithm.

In the research of semantic similarity, the corre-
sponding semantic similarity calculation method can be

designed according to the characteristics of the research
object. However, the research on data cleaning has made a
breakthrough by adding knowledge and semantics to the
framework of data cleaning. Semantic similarity and
structural similarity can also be involved in the calculation
at the same time so as to improve the accuracy of
matching.

To sum up, the current research on similar duplicate data
cleaning mainly includes: similarity detection with different
distance measurement methods, elimination of similar
duplicate data with different sorting methods, formulation
of corresponding cleaning rules according to the charac-
teristics of the data to be cleaned, and so on. Few people pay
attention to the differences between Chinese and English
and the preprocessing process of data cleaning, that is, text
vectorization. /e quality of text vectorization will directly
affect the performance of subsequent cleaning, so this paper
takes vectorization as the breakthrough point to deeply
explore the impact of word position on word semantics so as
to optimize the data cleaning process.

3. Theoretical Basis

/is section introduces the k-means clustering algorithm for
cleaning duplicate records, the BERT language model for
transforming text data into vectors, MapReduce program-
ming model, and Mahout algorithm library.

3.1. k-Means Clustering Algorithm. Clustering algorithm
refers to the method of automatically dividing a pile of
unlabeled data into several categories. /is method
should ensure that the same type of data has similar
characteristics, so the idea of clustering can be used to
clean similar duplicate text data. k-means algorithm [8]
is one of the most widely used clustering methods in
machine learning. Its working principle is to determine k
clustering centers for a given instance, and divide each
member into k clusters according to the distance between
the members in the instance and the clustering center so
that the points in the cluster are connected as closely as
possible, and the distance between clusters is as large as
possible. In order to determine the centroid coordinates
and membership relationship of each instance, k-means
first randomly initializes the centroid and then repeat-
edly performs the following two operations: calculates
the distance between each member and the centroid and
assigns it to the nearest centroid; the coordinates of the
member instances of each centroid are used to recal-
culate the centroid coordinates of each cluster until the
sum of squares of errors is the minimum or the specified
number of iterations is reached.

For text clustering algorithm, in addition to k-means
algorithm, krill herd algorithm and its improved algorithm
are commonly used [9, 10]. /e algorithm has the advan-
tages of strong convergence, simple programming, and easy
implementation. It also has the disadvantages of poor
convergence accuracy, low computational efficiency, and
less application fields. Although the algorithm has a good
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effect on text clustering, considering the efficiency of massive
data computing, the algorithm needs a more mature dis-
tributed design to better meet the needs of the big data
market. From this point of view, the k-means algorithm is
simpler than the algorithm idea; its parallel design is easy to
implement and is integrated into the Mahout algorithm
library. For enterprises processing data based on a distrib-
uted platform, k-means is more convenient and reliable.

3.2. BERT. BERT (bidirectional encoder representations
from transformers) [11] is trained based on massive data. It
has a strong generalization ability. Enterprises and indi-
viduals can use the model to make slight adjustments
according to their own needs, making the construction
model more simple and efficient. /is model is mainly based
on a bidirectional transformer encoder [12]. /e bidirec-
tional model of BERT is different from the traditional bi-
directional model, which only considers the context
information of the left and right sides of the sentence and
also integrates the context information of the left and right
sides that are commonly dependent in all layers. /e
structure is shown in Figure 1.In Figure 1, w1, w2, . . . , wi

represent the text input; W1, W2, . . . , Wi represent the
vectorized representation of the text processed by the
transformer. /e process of obtaining vectors from text
through BERT calculation on data cleaning is shown in
Figure 2.

In Figure 2, input a text, [CLS] represents the beginning
of the sentence, [SEP] represents the end of the sentence, and
the words masked are used for model training.

BERTmainly uses the encoder of the transformer instead
of its decoder. /e transformer model is very different from
the recurrent neural network. It does not need to perform
multiple iterations. /e calculation of the current word does
not need to wait for the end of the previous word. It cal-
culates all the words in the sentence at the same time. /is
parallel calculation greatly improves the calculation effi-
ciency. In addition, the transformer considers the rela-
tionship between the position of the words in the language
and the front and back words, which is identified by the
position information. /e position information is repre-
sented by the position encoding, and the linear transfor-
mation of sine and cosine functions is used to express the
position relationship of each word in the natural language
sequence. Words close to each other are closely related,
while words far away are alienated. /e location code is
calculated as follows:

PE(pos,2i) � sin
pos

100002i/dmodel
 ,

PE(pos,2i+1) � cos
pos

100002i/dmodel
 ,

(1)

where pos is the position of the word in the sentence, the
value range is (0, max, squence, length), i is the dimension of
the word vector, the value range is (0, embe dd ing,
di mension), and dmo de l is the dimension of the total word

vector. Each position will get a combination of cosine and
sine functions with different periods so as to produce unique
position information.

After the position information of the word is obtained,
the corresponding vector expression is calculated.

3.2.1. Computing Word Vector and Position Coding. For
sentence X, query the expression of each word in the word
vector table, get the position embedding by the position-
coding formula, and add the two, that is,

X � EmbeddingLookup(X) + Positional Encoding,

X ∈ R
batchsize∗seq.len∗embed.dim

.
(2)

/e vector dimensions are as follows:
Xembedding � [batch size, sequence length, embedding

dimension], where batchsize is the number of texts,
sequence length is the length of texts, and
embeddingdimension is the dimension of word vector.

3.2.2. Self-Attention Mechanism Calculation. Multihead
attention mechanism is used to extract multiple semantics so
that each word in the sentence is related to all other words in
the sentence. Each word vector contains the information of
all word vectors in the current sentence, and the semantic
information of each word in a different context is obtained.
/e structure is shown in Figure 3.

/e linear mapping of Xembedding forms three matrices
Q, K, V among which

w1 w2 wi

Trm Trm Trm

Trm Trm Trm

W1 W2 Wi…

…

…

…

Figure 1: BERT model structure.
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Figure 2: Text to vector by BERT.
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Q � Linear Xembedding  � XembeddingWQ,

K � Linear Xembedding  � XembeddingWK,

V � Linear Xembedding  � XembeddingWV,

(3)

where WQ, WK, and WV are the corresponding weights of
matrix Q, K, and V, respectively. Define a superparameter h
(divisible by embe dd ing di mension), that is, the number of
heads, and segment Q, K, V. After segmentation, the dimen-
sions ofmatrixQ,K, andV are the same, and the lengths in each
direction are batch size, h, sequence length, and embedding
dimension/h, respectively For the convenience of subsequent
calculation, transpose the three matrices after segmentation, and
the length of QT, KT, and VT in each direction becomes batch
size, h, sequence length, and embedding dimension/h accord-
ingly. Next, we calculate the self-attentionmechanism as follows:

Xattention � SelfAttention(Q, K, V),

� softmax
QK

T

��
dk

 V,

(4)

softmax z1, z2, ..., zN(  �
1


N
1 e

zi
e

z1 , e
z2 , ..., e

zN( . (5)

In formula (4), QKT is the attention matrix, and the dot
product of the matrix, and its transposition can express the
degree of association between each word in the sentence and
all other words in the sentence. /e dot product results in a
dk fold increase in variance. /erefore, we need to scale the
attention matrix to the original gradient to become a
standard normal distribution./en, normalization is used to
make the sum of attention weights of each word and all other
words 1. In formula (5), N is the sentence length, and
(z1, z2, ...zN) is the N-dimensional row vector. /e results

after normalization are more stable so that the balanced
gradient can be obtained during backpropagation. After
that, we use the result to set a weight for V and integrate the
information of all other words in the sentence into the
current word.

3.2.3. Residual Connection and Standardization.
Transpose the result obtained in the previous step to make it
the same as the dimension of X. Add the previous value and
the value after self-attention operation, and then do the same
operation for each module to avoid the gradient dis-
appearing in the subsequent cross-layer connection:

Xattention � X + Xattention. (6)

In order to reduce the execution time, the added results
are normalized to make the output of the self-attention layer
obey the standard normal distribution as follows:

Calculate the mean value by the behavior unit of the
matrix:

μi �
1
m



m

i�1
xij. (7)

Calculate the variance with the behavior unit of the
matrix:

σ2j �
1
m



m

i�1
xij − μj 

2
. (8)

/en, the average value of (7) is subtracted from each
element of each row of the matrix one by one and then
divided by the standard deviation of this row to get the
normalized result. ε is used to prevent the denominator from
being 0, and parameters α，β are used to make up for the
lost information in the process:

LayerNorm(x) � α•
xij − μi

�����
σ2 + ε

 + β. (9)

/en (9) is normalized as follows:

Xattention � LayerNorm Xattention( . (10)

/e normalized vector list is transferred to a fully
connected feedforward neural network.

3.2.4. Calculation of Feedforward Neural Network. /e
feedforward neural network layer is activated by activation
function through two-layer linear mapping:

Xoutput � Activate Linear Linear Xattention( ( ( . (11)

/en, after summation and standardization, the word
vector list is output.

In addition, two new pretraining tasks MLM (masked
language model) and NSP (next sentence prediction) are
proposed in BERT. MLM refers to processing 15% of the
words in a sentence with special markers./e selected words
included in the 15% may be covered, replaced with other
characters, or do nothing. /e probabilities of these three

Linear Linear Linear

Scaled Dot–Product Attention

Concat

Linear

K Q V

Figure 3: Multihead attention mechanism.
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kinds of possibilities are 80%, 10%, and 10%, respectively.
/en, the model infers what the processed words should be
by learning and understanding the context of the processed
words.

/e model relies on context to predict the covered or
replaced words, so this task can make the model have the
ability of error correction [13] and can deal with the text with
nonstandard language expression calmly, without making
the deviation of vectorization result too large.

In the NSP task, we take out some data from the corpus.
Half of the data are likely to be matched before and after the
sentence, and half of the data are likely to be confused. We
can learn the relationship between sentences through
training. /is operation can improve the ability of the model
to judge the relationship between sentences in the question
answering system.

3.3. MapReduce Programming Model and Mahout Library.
/e combination of the machine learning algorithm and the
parallel computing mode can greatly improve the efficiency
of the algorithm [14]. MapReduce programming model is a
typical parallel computing model [15]. /e MapReduce
processing framework is shown in Figure 4.

Mahout, as a machine learning algorithm library, inte-
grates a series of classification, clustering, dimension re-
duction, and recommendation algorithms [16], such as
k-means, Canopy [17], and so on. Some algorithms on
Mahout support the implementation of the MapReduce
programming model and can run on the Hadoop platform
[18].

4. ParallelCleaningProcessofSimilarDuplicate
Chinese Data

/e data cleaning method based on the combination of the
BERT model and k-means clustering algorithm of the
Hadoop platform includes three processes: text pre-
processing, text to vector, and text clustering. /e specific
steps are as follows:

Step 1: get the source data and preprocess the data
Step 2: use the BERT model to vectorize the pre-

processed data
Step 3: calculate the cosine similarity of the vectorized

data
Step 4: cluster similar texts and delete them

4.1. Text Preprocessing. Usually, there are some interference
factors in the source data, which cannot be cleaned directly.
/e following treatment is required:

(1) Special character processing: By removing the blank
and other special symbols, the subsequent vectori-
zation calculation is more focused on the word itself,
and the interference of noise data on the accuracy of
vectorization is reduced.

(2) Font conversion: In order to prevent the initial input
from being affected by the lack of word represen-
tation in the word vector table, the traditional
characters are converted into simplified characters,
which can ensure semantic integrity and obtain the
correct initial vector.

(3) Character format conversion: /e data format of the
original text is iso-8859-1, which is presented in
garbled format on Linux system, so it needs to be
converted to utf8 format.

(4) Text cutting: Each line of the original text file is cut to
form a new file.

(5) Conversion of text to sequential format: /e process
uses SequenceFile as its basic data exchange format.

(6) Text capture: /e maximum length of the text se-
quence accepted by the BERT base is 512 characters,
and the text with more than 512 characters needs to
be processed. /e results of different processing
methods are shown in Table 1. According to the
experimental data of the existing paper [19], it can be
seen that the error rate of the first 128 plus the last
382 is the lowest, so this paper does the same
processing.

4.2. Text to Vector. /e computer cannot process the text
data directly, so it is necessary to transform the text data into
a mathematical expression that can be processed by the
computer. At first, the text is represented directly by the
simplest word set model, which has no semantic information
of the text. In this paper, we use the technical idea of the
BERT language model to extract the features of the text and
transform the text into the corresponding mathematical
expression so as to reduce the loss of semantic information
as much as possible.

In this paper, the processing of Chinese text directly
takes a single word as the basic unit of the text, so the text is
divided into words, and then each word in the text is
converted into a one-dimensional vector as the word vector
by querying the word vector table. In the process of model
training, the text vector integrated with the semantic in-
formation of a single word is automatically learned, and the
words in different positions are given different position
vectors. /e sum of the three vectors is used as the model
input [20]. /e output of the model is the vector repre-
sentation of the input words, which is used to describe the
global semantic information of the text. /e process of text
vectorization is shown in Figure 5.In Figure 5, wi represents
the text input of the word, andWi represents the word vector
list processed by the bidirectional transformer encoder, an
important part of BERT.

Because Mahout does not implement the BERT algo-
rithm, this experiment designs the parallel process of BERT
based on the Hadoop platform. /e process is shown in
Figure 6.

/e vectorization result format is {word ID in text: ei-
genvalue}, and the text content is in a bracket, as shown in
Figure 7.
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4.3. Similar Text Cleaning. Mahout has built-in text vecto-
rization methods, such as TF-IDF [21], but this method only
considers the importance of word frequency to document
semantic expression, which cannot fully reflect the infor-
mation contained in the text./erefore, this experiment uses
the above text vectorization method and, after parallel de-
sign, the output path of the result is “/BERT-vectors” in
HDFS, which is subsequently used as the input for executing
the canopy algorithm and k-means algorithm.

Execution Mahout canopy:

Because for the random given data set, its characteristics
are not clear, and the subjective setting of k value will cause
the uncertainty of clustering results, so we need canopy to
get the clustering center k [22].

Execute Mahout k-means:

5. Analysis of Experimental Results

5.1. Experimental Configuration. /e experimental envi-
ronment consists of four personal computers. /e cluster
consists of one master node and three slave nodes.
/e operating system of each node is CentOS 7.5;
Hadoop version is Hadoop 2.8; and JDK version is jdk-
1.8.0_121, and other configuration parameters are shown
in Table 2.

Mapper
Task

Mapper
Task

Mapper
Task

Mapper
Task

Mapper
Task

Shuffle

Shuffle

Shuffle

Reducer
Task

Reducer
Task

Reducer
Task

Map Group Reduce

split1 split2 split3 split4 …

file
block1 block2 block n

part–0000 part–0001 part–0002

directory

Figure 4: MapReduce processing framework.

Table 1: Error rate on IMDB and Sogou.

Method IMDB Sogou
Head only 5.63 2.58
Tail only 5.44 3.17
Head + tail 5.42 2.43
hier.mean 5.89 2.83
hier.max 5.71 2.47
hier.self-attention 5.49 2.65

[w1, w2, w3, …, wi] BERT [W1, W2, W3 ... Wi]

Word
Embedding

Text Vector

Positional
Encoding

Figure 5: Text to vector process.
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5.2. Experimental Data. /e experimental data are from ant
financial NLP competition data set (data-1), 2018 Weizhong
Bank Intelligent Customer Service Question Matching
contest (data-2), the /ird Magic Glass Cup Competition
(data-3), and the business process log (data-4) generated
during the operation of a platform in the laboratory.

/e first three data sets are all customer service con-
versation data. /ere are many ways to describe and answer
the same question. /rough data cleaning, we can find out
the questions with similar semantics. /e last data set
contains 20 running logs, with a total of 3.1711 million
records. /ere are a large number of similar duplicate log
contents between the log records generated. In the process of
constructing the data set, the semantically similar duplicate
data are filtered by a regular filter and then labeled manually.

5.3. Experiment I. Analysis of the Influence of Semantic
Understanding on Cleaning Results. In order to verify the
importance of semantic understanding in cleaning similar
duplicate Chinese data, this paper compares the algorithm
with the SNM, MPN, and PQM in terms of precision, recall,

and F1-score. In order to avoid the randomness of the re-
sults, each group of comparative experiments was repeated
five times, and the mean value of all results was taken as the
final result.

5.3.1. Precision. /e precision [23] is calculated based on the
prediction results as follows:

precision �
N2

N1
, (12)

where N2 means that it is recognized as repeated, and it is
also repeated actually. N1 means that it is recognized as
repeated. /e value is between 0 and 1. /e closer it is to 1,
the better the understanding of polysemy and the better the
cleaning effect. /e results are shown in Figure 8.

From Figure 8, the algorithm in this paper has more
advantages in precision than other traditional algorithms
because the other three algorithms only judge whether the
surface of characters is similar and do not consider the deep
semantic information. In daily expression, the same word
may represent different meanings in different contexts. For

Text1

Text2

…

Text n

Sourec
data

word segmentation, calculate
position vector and word vector
send out:
Key: text ID
Value: comprehensive vector

ditto

…

ditto

performs a series of matrix
operations
send out:
Key: text ID
Value: semantic feature vector

ditto

…

ditto

All text
vectorization

results

split Map Reduce

Figure 6: MapReduce process of BERT.

Figure 7: Text to vector results.

Table 2: Configuration parameters of cluster nodes.

Host name IP Chip model Number of cores Running memory (GB) Hard disk size
Master 192.168.2.101 Intel® Core™ i7-6700 CPU @3.40GHz 8 8 1,000 GB
slave1 192.168.2.103 Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-1603 v3@2.80GHz 4 16 2,000 GB
slave2 192.168.2.102 Intel® Core™ i3-2120 CPU @3.30GHz 4 8 500GB
slave3 192.168.2.104 Intel® Core™ i5-4590 CPU @3.30GHz 4 8 500GB
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example, “I bought a bag of apples in the store” and “I
bought an Apple phone in the store,” the meaning of the two
sentences is obviously different. /e “apple” in the first
sentence represents fruit in its context, and the “apple” in the
second sentence represents the mobile phone brand in its
context, which is identified as similar duplicate data
according to the traditional data cleaning algorithm. In fact,
the meaning is completely different. /e position infor-
mation is introduced into BERT to analyze the correlation
between the words on the left and right sides of the word and
the word itself, and this relationship is integrated into the
vector coding. /erefore, the vector expression of the word
“apple” when the mobile phone appears in the context is
completely different from that when the fruit appears in the
context, so it is more accurate in calculating the similarity
between sentences, higher precision, and more reliable in
clustering results.

5.3.2. Recall. /e recall [24] is calculated based on the
original sample as follows:

recall �
N2

N
. (13)

where N2 means that it is recognized as repeated, and it is
also repeated actually. N means all duplicate data in the
sample. /e value is between 0 and 1; the closer it is to 1, the
more comprehensive the cluster coverage is. /e results are
shown in Figure 9.

As can be seen from Figure 9, the algorithm still has a
good recall because, for two texts expressing the same
meaning with synonyms or synonymous poems, the co-oc-
currence of words is very small, so the traditional algorithm
cannot recognize the sentences with different glyphs and the
same meaning and cannot recognize the original similar
sentences, and the word is added in the process of text to
vector through the BERTmodel. /e BERTmodel adds word
position information in the process of text to vector so that the
vector expression of synonyms is similar, and the subsequent
recognition of similar duplicate records is better.

5.3.3. F1-Score. Precision and recall are mutually exclusive
quantities, and generally, the optimal value cannot be ob-
tained at the same time. F1 is the harmonic average of

precision rate and recall rate, and the calculation formula is
as follows:

F1 − score �
2∗ precision∗ recall
precision + recall

. (14)

F1-score is between 0 and 1; the closer it is to 1, the better
the clustering effect. /e results are shown in Figure 10.

Based on the above experimental results and analysis, it
can be seen that this algorithm can recognize the situation of
“polysemy” and “synonymy” in Chinese, the cleaning effect
on different data sets is better than the other three algo-
rithms, and the stability is more than 80%. /erefore, this
algorithm can be used for Chinese data cleaning.

5.4. Experiment II. Influence of Text Vectorization on
Cleaning Results./e vectorization result of text will directly
affect the subsequent cleaning effect. In this section, ex-
periments are designed to verify the importance of text
vectorization to data cleaning. BOW [25], TF-IDF, and
CBOW [26] vectorization methods are selected to convert
the preprocessed text into a mathematical expression, and
then canopy and k-means clustering algorithms are used to
clean similar duplicate data as comparative experiments,
which are compared with the cleaning algorithm based on
BERT. /e comparison results of precision, recall, and F1-
score are shown in Figures 11–13:

It can be seen from the above figures that the precision,
recall, and F1-score of the text vectorized by BERT are
generally higher than those of other algorithms in subse-
quent similarity detection, and the cleaning effect of the
word bag model is the worst. /e model analyzes each word
in the text as an individual, completely ignoring the rela-
tionship between words, the position, and grammar between
words and sentences. Secondly, the vector space of the word
bag model will increase with the increase of word lists, which
requires a lot of storage space. Moreover, the word vector is
sparse; most areas are 0; and the vector space structure is not
good enough. /erefore, the dimension disaster and se-
mantic gap lead to poor performance in similarity detection.
CBOW effect is sometimes good or bad, with great con-
tingency and instability. /e model produces word vectors
without context, which cannot describe the context infor-
mation of words. /erefore, for sentences such as “I am
higher than you” and “you are higher than me,” there is still
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no difference in vectorization results without considering
the position information of words in sentences. TF-IDF
method selects keywords with strong discrimination to
represent text, but it is not friendly to long text and can only

distinguish the same subject rather than the same meaning,
so it may not surpass CBOW in some cases. /e BERT
vectorization method introduced in this paper considers the
location information, produces the word vector focusing on
the context, and processes the polysemy more appropriately
so as to clean out the synonymous sentences. According to
the comparison diagram of precision, recall, and F1-score
and the above analysis, the cleaning precision rate of text
data after using the vectorization method in this paper is
more than 80%, and the F1-score is stable. Compared with
other algorithms, similar repeated clustering after generating
vectors by this method can get a better cleaning effect.

5.5. Experiment III. Performance Analysis of Parallel Al-
gorithm. In this paper, the parallel cleaningmethod based on
clustering is improved. Taking the data set data-4 as an
example, the advantages of parallel computing for big data
processing are illustrated from the aspects of speedup and
scalability. Choose a different amount of data (unit: 10,000)
and different cluster sizes to experiment.

5.5.1. Speedup. Speedup is used to measure the performance
and effect of parallel systems or program parallelization [27].
It is the ratio of the time consumed by the same task in a
single processor system and a parallel processor system.

S �
Ts

Tp
, (15)

where Ts is the running time of a single node and Tp is the
running time of P nodes (P � 1, 2, 3, 4). /e experimental
results of acceleration are shown in Figure 14.

From Figure 14, the overall trend of speedup is linear
growth; especially when the data volume increases, the
speedup is particularly excellent, which indicates that par-
allel computing has a strong advantage in processing large
data. /e data volume is a little bit small, and the speedup is
slow. Because with the increase of the number of nodes, the
communication time of each node also increases. Mean-
while, parallel processing has no obvious advantage on the
small data volume, which results in the communication time
of each node having a great impact on the time performance
of the parallel calculation of small data. In short, the larger
the data and computing tasks, the higher the efficiency of
execution in a distributed environment.

5.5.2. Scalability. /e scalability can reflect the utilization of
cluster, and the formula is as follows:

E �
S

P
, (16)

where S is acceleration ratio and P is the number of nodes.
/e experimental results are shown in Figure 15.

Ideally, the overall computing capacity of distributed
clusters should increase linearly with the increase in the
number of machines. In fact, there is a certain communi-
cation consumption between nodes, so scalability cannot
reach the ideal value. From the above figure, when the data
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volume is more than 2.5 million, the cluster scalability is
higher than 80%, which indicates that the computing ability
of distributed system has a good effect on processing big
data. When the data scale is constant, the more machines in
the cluster, the stronger the overall computing ability.
However, with the increase of the number of machines, the
expansion rate of processing the same data volume is de-
creasing because the communication between nodes con-
sumes more resources; when the number of nodes is fixed,
the larger the data scale is, the higher the utilization rate of
the cluster. In general, increasing the cluster nodes and
expanding the cluster scale can meet the high-performance
requirements of big data processing.

6. Conclusion

Based on the distributed computing platform, this paper
studies the similar repeated Chinese data cleaning algorithm,
analyzes the advantages and disadvantages of the traditional
algorithm, and introduces the BERT text vectorization al-
gorithm combined with the characteristics of the Chinese
language so as to improve the accuracy of vectorization
results at the semantic level and make the subsequent cal-
culation of Chinese semantic similarity more credible. At the
same time, considering the current situation of big data
applications, the comparative experiment shows the ad-
vantages of parallel computing, which proves that the al-
gorithm design idea of this paper is more in line with the
current expectation of high efficiency of data processing.
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